
What Now?

Facing the Strain
“Grief is like a long valley, a winding 

valley where any bend may reveal a 

totally new landscape... [but] not every 

bend does. Sometimes the surprise is the 

opposite one; you are presented with 

exactly the same sort of country you 

thought you had left behind miles ago. 

That is when you wonder whether the 

valley isn’t a circular trench. But it isn’t.”  

- C.S. Lewis from A Grief Observed

If there were a theme song for the 

shifting sands of grief it would be 

something like David Bowie’s Chang-

es which exclaims, “Turn and face  

the strain, ch-ch-changes...  Just gonna have to be a different man.” Such 

lyrics exemplify the struggle of grief to face the strain of each day and to be 

shaped by it into someone new and different. 

Old things are passing away yet the new has not arrived. You are coping 

in transition. As you turn to “face the strain” of grief and the changes your 

loss brings remember to be patient and gentle with yourself. Over time the 

new and emerging you that is currently “gonna have to be” will transition to 

“have become” but not without the pain of the “not yet.”
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Q: What is the best way to approach holidays or  
special occasions?

A: Holidays and special occasions represent unique days in the times of grief. 
Consider making changes which will help you through these times. Form 
new rituals which honor your loved one such as lighting a special candle 
or visiting the cemetery. Make your fears and needs known to those who 
love and support you. Release expectations by allowing yourself to come 
and go at holiday gatherings as you need or see fit. Most importantly, what-
ever you do, be true to the moment and to yourself. Over time you’ll heal.

Living in the Moment of Transition
Perhaps one of the most challenging aspects of grief is the dynamic change 

it continually brings. You learn to live and cope with loss, and then you learn 

to live again as a new facet of grief is revealed. Your grief, it may seem, is like 

an onion. Its aspects unfold in layers. You wait and wait for the end, often to 

find a new beginning. Yet you are neither beginning nor ending, neither here nor there. You are coping in transition.

As you face the changes that your loss continually brings, seek to find acceptance. Be exactly where you are. Realize 

the necessity of the moment for your grief’s journey and learn to accept what each day brings. Hold expectations 

loosely, placing one foot in front of the other, knowing this too will pass. Over time the new and emerging you that 

is in process will bloom. Stability will arrive.

My Grief Is Like A River

By: Cynthia G. Kelly from the book 
Chicken Soup for the Grieving Soul

My grief is like a river

I have to let it flow,

But I myself determine

Just where the banks will go.

Some days the current takes me

In waves of guilt and pain,

But there are always quiet pools

Where I can rest again.

I crash on rocks of anger

My faith seems faith indeed,

But there are other swimmers

Who know that what I need

Are loving hands to hold me

When the waters are too swift,

And someone kind to listen

When I just seem to drift.

Grief’s river is a process

Of relinquishing the past.

By swimming in hope’s channels

I’ll reach the shore at last.



exploring hopeful paths of healing

resources

Support groups which are ongoing are generally groups 
that meet once or twice a month, year round, on a continual 
basis. The advantage of such groups is that they provide  
a place to begin sharing your grief with others who have 
suffered loss and provide the opportunity to build long-  
term supportive relationships. The following groups are 
open to all and are free of charge.

Church of the Ascension  ............. 913-681-3348

Curé of Ars  ................................... 913-649-1337

Prince of Peace  ............................ 913-782-8864

St. Patrick’s  ................................... 913-299-3370 

St. Mark s (Mo.)  ............................ 816-373-2600

9740 West 87th Street

Overland Park, Kansas 66212

catholiccommunityhospice.com

Providing faith-based, nonprofit hospice 

service to families since 1998.

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED
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For Bereavement Support or Questions Contact:

Catholic Community Hospice 

Bereavement Coordinator at 913-433-2058

As you go through the changes and transitions of grief, 

you may do many things to help you get through it. You 

may talk about it, learn about it, join a support group, 

take up new hobbies or make new friends as ways of 

actively working through grief. You may adapt to the 

varying realities through changing your habits, 

learning new skills or by being open to self-discovery.  

All of these are healthy ways to grieve. However, remem-

ber grieving is a process that has its own natural flow 

and takes time. Be patient with yourself as you allow 

your grief to take its natural course.

Ongoing Support Groups

Grief's natural flow
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